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Adventure BackgroundAdventure BackgroundAdventure BackgroundAdventure Background    
 

The Legend of Two TravelersThe Legend of Two TravelersThe Legend of Two TravelersThe Legend of Two Travelers    
Though there are no facts in Dream, the oldest devils tell it this 

way: Long ago, before he was the Khan of Nightmares, an 

ambitious sorcerer traveled the Slumbering Sea along with his 

fair companion, Lucisha. The pair came upon an untamed island 

inhabited by a dreamer called the Caretaker, who watched over 

the peculiar Umbral Blot which orbited the island like an 

ominous black moon. Welcomed by the Caretaker, the sorcerer 

and Lucisha made a home there and learned to shape the stuff of 

dreams, and for a time they lived in peace. But the sorcerer grew 

hungry, recognizing in the raw power of the island a potential no 

less than godhood. He replaced the twisted dream he and Lucisha 

had shared with a glorious new vision all his own – a shining 

palace of fear surrounded by blood spilled for his amusement. 

Judging the Caretaker and Lucisha to be unwelcome obstacles to 

his true destiny, the sorcerer betrayed and murdered them with 

the aid of the devil Akinshata. 

The Umbral Blot looked on as the Caretaker suffered and died, 

not comprehending the affairs of mortals. Only when the 

Caretaker's severed head rolled to a stop did the Blot come to 

realize what it had just lost – its only friend. In mourning, the 

Blot shed great black tears of its annihilating essence that fell to 

the ground and burned their way deep into the very reality of the 

island. The clever devil Akinshata, wise to the value these tears 

and prescient as to his future need for them, ensured that the 

tears did not go to waste, pooling them in the deepest bowels of 

the ulcerous hole carved by their caustic passage. 

And so it was that the sorcerer crowned himself the Khan of 

Nightmares, raising up the impossible glory of the Chimeric 

Amphitheater with the aid of Akinshata, then betrayed the pit 

fiend after the labor was done, binding the devil to a breaking 

wheel where he remains to this day. 

Buried beneath the Coliseum Morpheuon, awash in torrents of 

dream run-off, broken memories and lost hopes persist in a 

demi-realm of Dream, a dangerous and ephemeral garden of the 

subconscious. There, the tears of the Umbral Blot lie in the Well 

of Forgotten Sin, a reservoir cloaked from even the most powerful 

scrying and guarded by a nightmare's nightmares. In that unreal 

realm where thought becomes reality, the secrets of the Coliseum 

Morpheuon's most powerful dreamers lay about like buried 

treasure, including a discarded dream of the Khan of Nightmares 

himself.  

No one knows exactly what twisted thought the Khan gave up on 

that fateful day long ago. But somewhere, down there in 

labyrinthine bowels of half-digested dreaming, it lurks and 

festers, refusing to fade away. 

    

 

 
 

 

Akinshata 

    
Akinshata's PloyAkinshata's PloyAkinshata's PloyAkinshata's Ploy    
Akinshata yearns for freedom and has set plans in motion. His 

primary aim is to collect the black tears and use them as 

protection against the Umbral Blot during his inevitable escape. 

Dropping clues through pawns and sending subtle suggestions 

through dreams, Akinshata piqued the interest of Tarrec, a local  

Dream-peddler, planting the suggestion that Tarrec acquire both 

the Khan's lost dream and the Tears of the Void. Tarrec, in turn, 

now employs the PCs to obtain the powerful items. 

 

The Khan's lost Dream is secondary to Akinshata – to Akinshata, 

it is simply a convenient lure for Tarrec and the PCs, and perhaps 

an unpleasant distraction to the Khan when or if it were to be 

revealed. This is because, though he is certain of the dream's 

existence and general current location, Akinshata is ignorant of 

the “content” of the dream; the Khan never divulged that 

information to the devil, nor did the devil observe the dream 

closely when it was discarded. If Akinshata knew the whole truth 
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of what that dream entailed, he might have come up with a 

different, safer plan. 

 

Tarrec of the ArTarrec of the ArTarrec of the ArTarrec of the Argent Keygent Keygent Keygent Key    
Tarrec appears as an elderly human male with a balding pate and 

a slight paunch. His face is creased with deep worry-lines, and his 

grey-blue eyes are curious yet seem sadly haunted. He is kindly 

and pleasant, but becomes iron-hard if faced with attempted 

intimidation. Steadfastly 'retired', having lost his stomach for 

personal danger, he conceals the fact that he is a powerful 

spellcaster and worker of obscure rituals. He keeps three old 

black cats around the shop, but refuses to call them pets. 

Occasionally, he calls them "guests from distant Ulthar." 

 

 

 

The ArchThe ArchThe ArchThe Arch    
Tarrec's runs a trinket stand deep in the tangled aisles of the 

Tarnished Souk, the bizarre bazaar nearby the Coliseum 

Morpheuon. “The Arch” is a tent-like structure made of well-

worn canvas panels hanging from a 15-foot high white arch -  the 

rune-carved rib-bone of some immense beast. Beneath the tent's 

wide awning, Tarrec displays hundreds of baubles – mostly 

crystalized or bottled Dreams laid out alongside small relics and 

random oddities.  

 

Tarrec will buy Dreams for gold or gems, but never sells dreams 

for mere gold; for Dreams, he always requires trade in other 

dreams or payment in favors such as collecting from those in his 

debt, acquiring odd items, or performing seemingly inexplicable 

tasks like observing a particular person at a particular place and 

time. 

 

LoreLoreLoreLore    
Characters may learn the following information about Tarrec via 

Diplomacy (Gather Information) or Knowledge (Local) skill 

checks: 

DC 15 – Tarrec is a peddler of Dreams and baubles doing 

business in the Tarnished Souk. He is locally respected as a fair 

merchant – honest but no fool. 

DC 20 – He has been around for at least 300 years; he may be 

much older, nobody knows. Yet as far as they know, he is human. 

 

SecretsSecretsSecretsSecrets    
Tarrec is an unwitting pawn of the pit fiend Akinshata. Though 

he is sincere in his stated aims, Tarrec did not stumble upon all 

this secret knowledge by his own luck or skill; he followed a 

breadcrumb trail of clues laid before him by the clever devil. 

Hiring the PCs is all part of the plan, and Akinshata intends on 

obtaining the Tears of the Void from Tarrec later. 

 

 

Getting Started:Getting Started:Getting Started:Getting Started:    
Hooks and MotivationsHooks and MotivationsHooks and MotivationsHooks and Motivations    

 

Primary Hook:Primary Hook:Primary Hook:Primary Hook:    
 Tarrec approaches the PCs and attempts to hire them to delve 

“down the rabbit hole” and retrieve the fabled lost dream of the 

Khan of Nightmares, to be the prize of his collection. Though he 

is initially cryptic, Tarrec capitulates to the PCs' questions, 

revealing some or all of the origin legend of the Coliseum 

Morpheuon (see The Legend of Two Travelers) and details about 

that realm, including the location of the only known portal, a 

mirror that hangs on the wall of The Face, a strange extra-

dimensional dive bar nearby. Tarrec intends to make good on the 

deal and will offer generous payment. Tarrec also offers a sizable 

reward to the PCs if they bring back to him some of the Tears of 

the Void for use in his research (that this goal is mentioned 

secondly, almost in passing, is just part of Akinshata's clever plan 

to disguise his true plot). 

 

Payment: Tarrec will pay the PCs a huge sum in treasure and  

magic items in exchange for retrieval and delivery of the Khan's 

lost dream and the Tears of the Void. This sum is the equivalent 

of three encounters worth of loot (or more at GM's discretion). 

Assuming Average Party Level 16, the approximate monetary 

value  should be: Slow Treasure = 49,500 gp worth, Medium 

Treasure = 75,000 gp worth, Fast Treasure = 114,000 gp worth. 

 

Payment Payment Payment Payment ––––    Modifiers:Modifiers:Modifiers:Modifiers:    
With a successful Diplomacy check, the PCs can haggle to 

increase what Tarrec will agree to pay: 

DC 25 – Tarrec agrees to pay ~10% more, or half up front, 

including useful magic items. 

DC 35 – Tarrec agrees to pay ~20% more, or ~10% more with 

half up front, including useful magic items. 

DC 45 or higher – Tarrec agrees to pay ~20% more with half 

up front, including useful magic items. 

 

Payment Payment Payment Payment ––––    Magic Items: Magic Items: Magic Items: Magic Items:     
Tarrec may offer as payment any magic items the GM wishes to 

dispense, pulling the items from his eclectic collection of baubles. 

However, the following items would be useful in the delve:  

• 2 scrolls of find the path (CL 11th): 1,650 gp each. Tarrec 

notes that the Rabbit Hole is rumored to contain a vast, 
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maddening labyrinth. He says that find the path could be 

used to find a way through to the Well of Forgotten Sin, if the 

PCs wait until they are in the demi-plane to cast the spell. 

• 1 greater slaying arrow (oozes): 4,057 gp. Tarrec says that 

he has dreamt of a dread guardian down there that he 

suspects is a terrifying ooze. 

• 1 luck blade (1 wish): 62,360 gp. If the PCs haggle 

exceptionally well, or make some masterful argument, Tarrec 

offers this luck blade, claiming it to be the most precious 

thing he possesses. 

 

Additional Hooks and Motivations: Additional Hooks and Motivations: Additional Hooks and Motivations: Additional Hooks and Motivations:     
This adventure presumes that, at a minimum, the PCs are willing 

to delve down the Rabbit Hole to fetch either the Khan's lost 

dream, the Tears of the Void, or both. But if (when) the PCs 

demand more incentive than payment from Tarrec before risking 

their lives, GMs may incorporate any of the following elements 

into the adventure's hook and rewards, either as additional 

incentives provided by a desperate Tarrec or from another source, 

in order to motivate participation: 

 

Advantage in the Games: Whoever holds the Khan's lost 

dream will have special power within the Chimeric Amphitheater, 

a potent (and unfair) advantage during the tests of the 

Damnation Epoch. While within the Chimeric Amphitheater, the 

possessing character may possess one of the following advantages 

(GM's choice): a +2 luck bonus to all rolls; a +5 luck bonus to all 

saving throws versus environmental hazards; the Amphitheater 

acts as the character's senses, granting blindsight 100 ft.; or the 

character may call upon the Amphitheater's power over reality 

(equivalent of a limited wish once per day). 

 

Protection from the Umbral Blot: Anyone who drinks some 

black tears directly from the Well of Forgotten Sin is immune to 

disintegrate and gains a +5 insight bonus on all saving throws 

versus attacks from the Umbral Blot. This advantage lasts for 

thirty days, during which time the character's eyes and teeth turn 

pitch black. 

 

Greed: A powerful NPC (e.g. any benefactor, the Lords of 

Dingue, Lady Puzzledeep) knows about the plan and secretly 

attempts to outbid Tarrec, offering the PCs even greater wealth 

(equivalent of four encounters worth) or special favors if they 

deliver the Khan's lost dream to the NPC instead. 

 

Advantage over the Khan: Whoever possesses the Khan's lost 

dream holds power over the Khan. The lost dream functions as a 

stolen Hope, per the Dreamburning rules (see Coliseum 

Morpheuon, Chapter 2).  

 

 

 
 

Tarrec 
 

Loyalty: Aware of the opportunity presented (secretly tipped off 

by the sly machinations of Akinshata), a trusted ally of the PCs 

also urges them to undertake the mission. 

 

Glory: A great beast lurks down there, a literal nightmare of 

nightmares, and victory over it would be a source of far-reaching 

prestige. Whosoever slays the monster gains a permanent +3 

morale bonus on all Diplomacy and Intimidate skill checks while 

on the Plane of Dreams, as they bear the impressive psychic mark 

of a fearsome nightmare-slayer. 

 

Save the World: One of the PCs, or a trusted NPC, has a 

prophetic nightmare: As he gazes quizzically at his long-lost 

dream, the Khan's smiling face melts into an insane, pained 

scream. Gibbering, tentacled horrors erupt from the neck-stump 

of a headless woman, exploding the Chimeric Amphitheater like 

a bomb and spewing out across Dream. Madness infects the 

minds of slumbering innocents everywhere and worlds burn. 

Tarrec's task be damned - the Khan's lost dream must be      

destroyed. The PCs' educated speculation suggests that the dream 

can be annihilated by dissolving the dream in the Well of 

Forgotten Sin (or tossing it into the Umbral Blot) and using a 

carefully-worded wish. 

 

Once Tarrec has finished informing the PCs about the 

background of the mission, details about the Rabbit Hole, and  
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Khan of Nightmares 
 

bargaining over terms of their service, he gives them directions to 

The Face and simple, explicit instructions on how to activate the 

mirror portal they will find there. 

 

The FaceThe FaceThe FaceThe Face    
GMs: Describe the following as the PCs follow Tarrec's 

directions to The Face and locate the entrance to the Rabbit Hole. 

 

Read Aloud Text: 

• The transient underground tavern known as ‘The Face’ is 

located at the end of a dark alleyway in the Tarnished Souk, 

tucked behind rows of tents. 

• The Face is marked by a pike rammed haft-first into the 

ground, from which hangs a flag made from the pale face-

skin of some horrific aberration. The gruesome flag flaps in a 

wind all its own, occasionally mouthing silent greetings to 

passing patrons. 

• The entrance to The Face is a glowing green hole - a 

dimensional rift in the ground that occasionally sputters and 

shifts as if it were not the most stable of magicks. A spinal 

spiral staircase leads down from the rift into a crowded 

subterranean speakeasy. 

• Inside, rhythmically bulging black walls and a few lazily-

writhing tentacles dangling from the ceiling suggest that the 

establishment sits within the belly of some enormous extra-

dimensional creature. 

• The tavern holds all the trappings of a typical alehouse and 

none of the regulars seem to mind the alien decor. A few 

bluish-purple lanterns glow unhealthily above the bar, 

illuminating the only empty seats in the house. All around, a 

strange and sordid clientele are drinking, debauching, and 

debating the finer and fouler things of Dream. 

• Far back in a shadowy corner, you see a mirror held to the 

wall by a tangle of lazily squirming black tentacles. The large, 

circular mirror is three feet in diameter, with a thick, lumpy 

pewter frame cast in the shape of hundreds of humanoid 

faces that flow together in a chaotic, disturbing mess. 

• The glass of the mirror is smudged and dirty, reflecting back 

only dim, twisted images. 
 

 

 

 

Using the PortalUsing the PortalUsing the PortalUsing the Portal    
If the PCs attempt to clean the mirror, it becomes more smudged. 

The only way to clean the mirror (and use the portal) is to remove 

the mirror from the wall, OR re-orient their personal gravity (See 

Morphic Subjective Gravity) so that the mirror is horizontal, and 

then fill the mirror's frame like a shallow pool by pouring in any 

liquid. Once filled, the liquid acts as the reflecting surface of the 

mirror, though a murky darkness still seems to lurk beneath. 

Those who look in see their reflections, twisted and altered in 

dramatic fashion.  
 

Observing the mirror-portal, the PCs might learn: 

Knowledge (Arcana) 

 

DC 25 –  The portal leads to a demi-plane of Dream. 

 

DC 30 – The portal is one-way and requires a key (horizontal 

positioning plus liquid poured into it). 

 

DC 35 – The portal has been used recently. 

 

If the PCs ask around – Diplomacy (Gather Information, DC 25) 

– The Face's suspicious patrons reveal that: “A group of five 

Hounds of Ill-Prophecy used the portal two days ago. We thought 

they were here to hassle somebody, but they didn't talk to 

anyone, just went straight over to that mirror. They were wearing 

heavy cloaks and acting secretive.”  
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